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How much resolution?

- Depends on purpose
- >250 slices across skull

*Cochlioseps spatula*
Cylinders and resolution

50 µm
20 slices/mm

30 µm
33 slices/mm
Resolution depends on fish size
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Pack the cylinder
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Pack the cylinder

10-20 specimens/scan
The fish burrito
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Sternarchorhynchus hagedornae
• Chris Anderson
• Chris Anderson
• Chameleons
• 6 days in Apr 2017
• 97 species
• 138 specimens
• Loan refused
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211 specimens a month
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What should we save?
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• Data are available CC-BY
• Open Science Framework
• MorphoSource

Access leads to innovation
Adam Summers from the Friday Harbor Labs at the University of Washington has made it possible that a large number of CT scans of primarily fishes is available for the scientific community. The dissemination of such material is difficult for two reasons. First, producers often reserve copyrights to their material. Second, datasets are frequently in the range of GigaBytes and to view these data requires download times of hours and special programs and conversion before such datasets can be inspected.

Often however, downsampled versions are sufficient and they allow direct inspection in a browser.

- Michael Hoffman
- Automated surface renders
- Rotatable + printable
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• Dave Blackburn at UF
• 15 collections
Stephanie Crofts  Joe Bizzarro  Petra Ditsche  Bob Rubin  Ashley Peterson
Misty Paig-Tran  Cheryl Wilga  Thomas Kleinteich  Marianne Porter
Thaddaeus Buser  Cassandra Donatelli  Diego Vaz  Alice Gibb  Kory Evans-Jackson

National Science Foundation
WHERE DISCOVERIES BEGIN
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